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Underground #1

2009-09-01

as whiteout readies to hit theaters worldwide artist steve lieber returns to the adventure genre with a new thriller pairing with acclaimed
writer jeff parker agents of atlas exiles park ranger and avid caver wesley fischer is on a one woman mission to stop stillwater cave from
being turned into a tourist trap but public opinion is not on her side when locals begin blasting in the cave wes and a fellow ranger
investigate and a confrontation spirals into a deadly chase deep under the kentucky mountains

Catalog of Copyright Entries

1972

publisher description

Notes on Hydrologic Activities

1954

1919 28 cumulation includes material previously issued in the 1919 20 1935 36 issues and also material not published separately for
1927 28 1929 39 cumulation includes material previously issued in the 1929 30 1935 36 issues and also material for 1937 39 not
published separately

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents

1990-03

in a world where sunlight is deadly david and valerie are trapped in the post apocalyptic wasteland during the dangerous daylight while
cielo commits to helping the scientist recreate a serum for his sunlight immunity�even if it means taking on her father�s company solarity

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

1992-04

during the 1840s and 1850s a dangerous ferment afflicted the north south border region pitting the slave states of maryland virginia
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kentucky and missouri against the free states of new jersey pennsylvania ohio indiana and illinois aspects of this struggle the underground
railroad enforcement of the fugitive slave laws mob actions and sectional politics are well known as parts of other stories here stanley
harrold explores the border struggle itself the dramatic incidents that comprised it and its role in the complex dynamics leading to the civil
war

Decisions of the Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals

1978

the encyclopedia takes a broad multidisciplinary approach to the history of the period it includes general and specific entries on politics and
business labor industry agriculture education and youth law and legislative affairs literature music the performing and visual arts health
and medicine science and technology exploration life on the western frontier family life slave life native american life women and more than a
hundred influential individuals

Catalog of Books and Reports in the Bureau of Mines Technical Library, Pittsburgh, Pa

1968

the first comprehensive history of the mason dixon line a dramatic story of imperial rivalry and settler colonial violence the bonds of
slavery and the fight for freedom the united states is the product of border dynamics not just at international frontiers but at the boundary
that runs through its first heartland the story of the mason dixon line is the story of america s colonial beginnings nation building and
conflict over slavery acclaimed historian edward gray offers the first comprehensive narrative of the america s defining border formalized in
1767 the mason dixon line resolved a generations old dispute that began with the establishment of pennsylvania in 1681 rivalry with the
calverts of maryland complicated by struggles with dutch settlers in delaware breakneck agricultural development and the resistance of
lenape and susquehannock natives had led to contentious jurisdictional ambiguity full scale battles among the colonists and ethnic
slaughter in 1780 pennsylvania s act for the gradual abolition of slavery inaugurated the next phase in the line s history proslavery and
antislavery sentiments had long coexisted in the maryland pennsylvania borderlands but now african americans enslaved and free faced a
boundary between distinct legal regimes with the passage of the fugitive slave act in 1850 the mason dixon line became a federal instrument
to arrest the northward flow of freedom seeking blacks only with the end of the civil war did the line s significance fade though it continued
to haunt african americans as jim crow took hold mason dixon tells the gripping story of colonial grandees native american diplomats quaker
abolitionists fugitives from slavery capitalist railroad and canal builders us presidents supreme court justices and underground railroad
conductors all contending with the relentless violence and political discord of a borderland that was a transformative force in american
history
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ERDA Research Abstracts

1976

transportation tunnels 2nd edition provides a comprehensive text on tunneling and tunnel engineering applicable in general to all types of
tunnels with more detailed information on highway and railway tunnels while the first edition of the book was confined to deal with railway
and highway tunnels the second edition is also extensively considering the latest trends in use of tunnels in different other fields the book has
been revised to provide coverage of water conveyance navigation and material conveyance tunnels also and deals with these subjects in more
detail it covers all aspects of investigation design construction monitoring and maintenance of tunnels special emphasis has been laid on the
geotechnical investigations interpretation of findings and relating the same to the design as well as the construction of tunnels the book
reflects the advancements in the knowledge of ground behaviour and rock mechanics and also in construction technology including use of tbm
in the last two decades it covers in sufficient detail the basic requirements of tunnel profile the geometric parameters clearance requirements
aerodynamics and cost economics in fixing alignments with different design parameters like curvature gradient and operational requirements it
discusses in detail alternative forms of the cross section profile and illustrates design methodology with examples the different
methodologies that have been used in the past using timber or steel supports by stage wise expansion of cross sections and modern
methodologies used for boring full profile using new tunneling methods and tunnel boring machines are also comprehensively discussed
requirements of tunnels in respect of ventilation lighting and drainage are adequately covered separate chapters have been included on
instrumentation and tunnel inspection and maintenance the expanded text on the use and advantages of methodologies and equipment for
dealing with various aspects of construction of tunnels is based on observations through site visits discussions with and experiences of
people as recorded on large number of tunneling works which have been taken up recently for railways highways and urban transport subway
projects the book can serve as a textbook for undergraduate and graduate students and as a reference book for practicing engineers

ERDA Energy Research Abstracts

1976

war upon our border examines the experiences of two ohio river valley communities during the turmoil and social upheaval of the american
civil war although on opposite sides of the border between slavery and freedom corydon indiana and frankfort kentucky shared a legacy of
white settlement and a distinct western identity which fostered unity and emphasized cooperation during the first year of the war but
subsequent guerrilla raids military occupation economic hardship political turmoil and racial tension ultimately divided citizens living on
either side of the river border once a conduit for all kinds of relationships the ohio river became a barrier dividing north and south by the end
of the conflict centered on the experience of local politicians civic leaders laborers soldiers and civilians this combined social and military
history addresses major interpretative debates including how citizens chose allegiances what role slavery played in soldier and civilian
motivation and the nature of life on the home front examining manuscripts newspapers and government documents war upon our border employs
a microhistorical approach to link the experiences of common people with the sweeping national events of the civil war era the resulting
study reveals the lingering effect of the war s memory and how the effort to construct a new regional dynamic continues to shape popular
conceptions of the period
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Alabama Geographic Names Information System

1983

gathers sketches notebook entries letters articles patent information and financial papers from the beginning of edison s career as an inventor

Bulletin

1906

the quakers came to america in the 17th century to seek religious freedom after years of struggle they achieved success in various endeavors
and like many wealthy colonists of the time bought and sold slaves but a movement to remove slavery from their midst sparked by their
religious beliefs grew until they renounced the slave trade and freed their slaves once they rejected slavery the quakers then began to
petition the state and federal governments to do the same when those in power turned a blind eye to the suffering of those enslaved the
quakers used both legal and in the eyes of the government illegal means to fight slavery this determination to stand against slavery led some
quakers to join with others to be a part of the underground railroad the transition from friend to foe of slavery was not a quick one but
one that nevertheless was ahead of the rest of america

Nuclear Science Abstracts

1973

considers problems of radioactive waste disposal and the precautions safeguards and standards to ensure safe handling of these wastes
includes numerous nongovernmental reports on the sources and types of radioactive wastes focuses on the problems of dumping radioactive
wastes into the atlantic ocean and gulf of mexico

Genre in Popular Music

2007-10

through research and proven practice the aim of the international conference of sustainable ecological engineering design for society seeds is
to foster ideas on how to reduce negative impacts on the environment while providing for the health and well being of society the professions
and fields of research required to ensure buildings meet user demands and provide healthy enclosures are many and diverse the seeds conference
addresses the interdependence of people the built and natural environments and recognizes the interdisciplinary and international themes
necessary to assemble the knowledge required for positive change
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Geological Survey Bulletin

1969

the eight tells the story of lemmon v new york or as it s more popularly known the lemmon slave case all but forgotten today it was one of
the most momentous civil rights cases in american history there had been cases in which the enslaved had won their freedom after having resided
in free states but the lemmon case was unique posing the question of whether an enslaved person can win freedom by merely setting foot on
new york soil when brought there in the keep of an owner the case concerned the fates of eight enslaved people from virginia brought through
new york in 1852 by their owners juliet and jonathan lemmon the eight were in court seeking legally to become people to change their status
under law from objects into human beings the eight encountered louis napoleon the son of a slave an abolitionist activist and a conductor of
the underground railroad who took enormous risks to help others he was part of an anti slavery movement in which african americans played
an integral role in the fight for freedom the case was part of the broader judicial landscape at the time if a law was morally repugnant but
enshrined in the constitution what was the duty of the judge should there be as some people advocated a higher law that transcends the
written law these questions were at the heart of the lemmon case they were difficult and important ones in the 1850s and more than a
century and a half later we must still grapple with them today

Bibliography of North American Geology

1964

neufert s architects data is an essential reference for the initial design and planning of a building project it provides in one concise volume the
core information needed to form the framework for the more detailed design and planning of any building project organised largely by building
type it covers the full range of preliminary considerations and with over 6200 diagrams it provides a mass of data on spatial requirements
most illustrations are dimensioned and each building type includes plans sections site layouts and design details an extensive bibliography and
a detailed set of metric imperial conversion tables are included since it was first published in germany in 1936 ernst neufert s handbook has
been progressively revised and updated through 39 editions and many translations this fourth english language edition is translated from the
39th german edition and represents a major new edition for an international english speaking readership reviews of the previous edition neufert s
architects data was the first book i bought when i started my studies in architecture it was invaluable for me then and it is still a useful aid
in my designs cesar pelli with this thorough rewrite neufert has produced yet again an invaluable reference book the architects journal

Annotated Bibliography on Hydrology and Sedimentation, 1966-1968, United States and
Canada

1970

macao information strategy internet and e commerce development handbook strategic information programs regulations
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Eclipse #10

2018-09-05

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends

Border War

2010-11-08

The Civil War Era and Reconstruction

2015-03-26

Survey of Current Business

1984-07

Catalog of the United States Geological Survey Library

1976

Mason-Dixon

2023-10-24
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Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971

1979

Transportation Tunnels

2017-12-21

War upon Our Border

2016-11-09

Disorders and Terrorism

1976

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents to the Secretary of Commerce for the Fiscal
Year Ended ...

1896

Catalogs of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Library

1980
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Economic Geology of the Amity Quadrangle, Eastern Washington County, Pennsylvania

1907

The Papers of Thomas A. Edison

1989

Philadelphia Quakers and the Antislavery Movement

2014-05-23

Industrial Radioactive Waste Disposal

1959

Climate Emergency – Managing, Building , and Delivering the Sustainable Development Goals

2021-11-13

The Eight

2023-04-01

Wildlife Research Report

1972
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Architects' Data

2012-03-26

Minerals Yearbook

1959

Hearings

1959

Macao Information Strategy, Internet and E-Commerce Development Handbook - Strategic
Information, Programs, Regulations

2015-06

Billboard

1998-07-18
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